
  
Ø3. Complete and 
translate the following 
sentences using a) one 
and the same 
preposition and b) 
given participles 

racing; filing; 
coming; taking; 
being; receiving 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



ÜÜAADDVVEERRBBSS  AANNDD  AADDVVEERRBBIIAALL  PPHHRRAASSEESS  
Ø4. Using adverbs and adverbial phrases below to complete the sentences to follow. 
Translate the sentences  

although; according to one participant; at a time; others claim; however; indeed; both; 
originally; much to the embarrassment; still; some say; though (X2); barely;  

all the while; as expected; not to mention; either … or; as well as (X2); historically; 
unlike; afterwards; many argue; it seems (X2); no longer; despite 

 
1. …………… in  Setu  culture,  the  link  between  performers  and  the  audience  was  interactive,  and  the  
lyrics contained moral or personal messages for the listener.  
2. A larger All-Estonian Song Festival known as Laulupidu occurs every five years in Tallinn, bringing 
together all the traditional songs and singers from across the country, …………… guest  singers  from  
other countries.    
3. …………….., drummers beat out warlike rhythms to build up the testosterone.  
4. Contestants take to the field twenty pairs ………….., and each match continues until one wrestler is 
pined or submits. 
5. As Peru’s most important tourist city, Cuzco bursts to life around the time of the solstice at the end of 
June for the festive, …………… somewhat gruesome, annual celebration of Inti Raymi, or Festival of the 
Sun.  
6. ……………,  this  is  no  casual  sightseeing  affair;  the  trip  requires  a  thirteen-hour  drive  from  Gilgit  
along a treacherously narrow and dangerous mountain pass.  
7. …………… the hardships, around 10,000 extremists are willing to make the trek to Shandur each year. 
8. There’s entertainment throughout the day, …………… arts and crafts and a whole range of garlic-
related attractions and novelty goods for sale.  
9. …………… Constantine, the mountain village’s patron saint, is …………… prepping his troops, the 
traditional race in his honor is a major event of the year here, commemorating the victory over the troops 
of Massenzio in A.D. 312.  
10. The  action  stops  at  the  sanctuary,  where  the  riders  slowly  circle  the  sanctuary  seven  times,  being  
blessed  by  the  priest  each  time  they  pass  the  front  gate.  ………….., Constantine breaks loose after the 
sixth  pass,  and  the  crowd  of  racers  takes  off  after  him  in  a  race  to  the  finish.  …………… the crowd 
gathers in an open field for roasted pig and skewered eels.  
11. …………… you’re …………… allowed  to  carry  other  people’s  wives  as  part  of  the  contest,  
…………… they  all  have  to  be  returned  at  the  end.  Historically,  the  course  is  279  yards  from start  to  
finish. 
12. Dropping your wife carries a penalty of fifteen points, …………… a telling-off from her, which 
…………… is the worse punishment.  
13. In one contest many years ago, a woman competed in disguise and became a champion, …………… 
of the men competing.  
14. Archery, …………… wrestling, is a contest in which ……… men and women can compete.  
15. ……………,  Las  Fiestas  de  San  Fermin  is  an  annual  event  in  honor  of  the  town’s  copatron,  St.  
Fermin.  
16. About 30,000 people now come to camp in the desert and experience Burning Man, and ……………, 
“everyone is …………… in costume …………… naked.” 
17. …………… the mania surrounding Elvis Presley knows no heights.  
18. ……………, Elvis Week is also chockful of concerts by impersonators, look-alike contests, dance 
parties, and showings of some of the thirty-one films Presley made in his lifetime. 
19. Water is pumped from a nearby Roman aqueduct and by midafetrnoon, there’s …………… any trace 
left of the mess melee that has taken place.  
20. …………… it  began as  a  fracas between a group of  friends,  …………… the tradition started at an 
anti-Franco rally.  
 
Ø5. Try to identify the festivals on these two pages on the pictures here 



 
ÜÜVVOOCCAABBUULLAARRYY  
Ø6. Complete the 
following sentences 
using words either 
WWHHEENN or 
DDUURRIINNGG or AASS 
1. The lead singer is 
highly skilled and 
creates the song 
………. he  or  she  
goes along, stretching 
it sometimes for 
thousands of lines. 
 
2. With very loose 
rules,  the  polo  action  

can seem more like anarchy than integration, and players face serious injury ……… the 
tournament.  
3. The L’Ardia di San Constantino, a wild annual horse race in Sardinia, has its roots ………. the 
Moorish invasions.  
4. The mania surrounding Elvis Presley certainly spikes ………. what Tennesseeans call Elvis 
Week. 
5. ………. the week leading up to the world-famous tomato war, parades, fireworks, music, 
dancing, and a paella cook-off contest draw visitors to Bunol for the annual fiesta.   
6. More than fifty decorated boats parade between the Rhine Valley wine towns of Bingen and 
Rudesheim, ………. fireworks light up the sky over the Rhine. 
7. ………. the trance state is reached and ………. the coals are ready, the participants step out 
and start running back and forth over the coals. 
8. ………. the day the practitioners bring themselves into a state of ecstasy by dancing to a 
hypnotic rhythmic music performed on the lyre and drum. 
9. The Tunisian town has a tiny population of just 12,000, but each autumn those numbers swell 
dramatically ………. the oasis hosts the four-day International Festival of the Sahara, a 
spectacular celebration of the arts and traditions of the desert people.  
10. ………… the firewalking is over, the feasting continues in local houses until dawn.  
 
Ø7. Complete the following sentences using the construction of AASS  ++  AADDJJEECCTTIIVVEE  ++  AASS. 
You will have to come up with the adjectives yourself  
1. Fighters ……………….. four participate in the in the action before moving up to “principle”, the adult 
fighter. 
2. Young men would practice galloping their horses 
……………….. they could through the narrow streets of 
Sedilo so they would be able to outrun their enemy.  
3. Contestants come from countries like Estonia or 
……………….. the United States and South Korea.   
4. This  beautiful  old  square  takes  on  the  appearance  of  a  
battlefield almost ………………. The party has begun. 
5. ……………….. the siren signaling the end of La 
Tomatina is sounded, the massive cleanup operation gets 
underway.  


